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Dina Rivera

Remember

I still feel butterflies in my stomach
Just thinking about you,

Imagining you holding on to you,
I still remember me holding each other,
The fear of losing each other come true,
What we have now are just memories,

That hurts,
but it still makes us feel alive.



Where I came from… 
 

I am from comfortable bedrooms, 

from new electronics and style clothes. 

I am from a cheerful and welcoming house  

Good food with the feeling of happiness and the taste of home  

I am from the Amazon  

The green Cambará trees  

whose long gone limbs I remember 

as if they were my own. 

I’m from a festive and lively family, 

from great-grandparents and grandparents. 

I’m from spending a few moments together and taking family trips 

and from older storytellers.  

I’m from living and learning  

and those who are healthy and free are rich and don’t know it.  

I’m from celebrating the dates together  

I’m from Cuiabá- Mato Grosso and a descendant of Portuguese and Indian  

Canjica and Feijoada .      

From family farmers and doctors  

Born in the garden where there was nothing  

Our only treasures is our memory   

The location is our hearths. 

                          By: Giulia Dias 



I am Johana to my friends and Johanita to my family.

I am fun, cheerful and sentimental.

I love my parents and my brothers.

My favorite food is pupusas, arepas, and mariscada.

I have two brothers.

I enjoy my life every day, doing what I like.

I am hardly ever afraid of anything, but my biggest fear 

is losing my parents.

I live well in Sterling, VA, for the moment, thank God.

I am a bit alone because my parents are in El Salvador, 

but I'm living well with my older brothers.

Johana Ventura Martinez



I am Vinh Nguyen,

I love dogs, playing, and spending time doing 

something I think is fun.

I am kind.

My favorite food is all the food in the world.

I have two brothers and one sister.

I fear not graduating and not passing college.

I live my life by spending time on things 

that interest me.

I am Vinh Nguyen.



I am Juan, but my brother and sisters call me burrito.

Why? I don’t know, but it’s funny to make jokes with them.

I am serious, funny sometimes, and so quiet.

I love my family, because we’re always laughing and we like to do 

the same things, and we always do our things as a team, and I like 

that.

My favorite food is pupusas, because it reminds me of the food that I 

ate when I was in my country, as my mom cooked.

I have one brother, and two sisters. Only one of my sisters is in my 

country, because she didn't want to come with us.

I enjoy being alone, because I don’t like to be with so many people.

I always try to be alone in my room, or when I leave my house.

I fear that someday, the world that we know will be without 

resources, and it will be chaotic.

I live in a beautiful house, with only my family, and it is very quiet.

Everyone has their own room, and everyone does what they like.

I am Juan.



I am Katia Elizabeth Gomez Martinez.

I like to sleep, listen to music, and read.

I love family.

My favorite food is spaghetti.

I have a sister and a brother.

I enjoy the places where there are trees because 

there is a lot of tranquility and because I can walk

I am afraid of dark places.

I live in Sterling.

My life is being at home watching tv, doing 

homework, coming to school or being on the 

phone.

I don't like going out with friends and prefer to be 

home.



I am Kathy or katho to my friends, Katherine to my mom

Who is a little angry, kind, a nice person.

Who loves the sound of the sea, the fresh air when it rains, 

and seeing my room when I finish cleaning it.

Whose favorite food is Colombian Arepas and Mexican 

gorditas.

Who has 1 brother and 2 sisters.

Who lives with my brother and gets along with him the best.

Who enjoys spending time with my siblings.

Who fears spiders

Who lives in Sterling, Virginia.

I am Katherine.



I am Dylan and my friends call me negro.

I love my family, my dog and my friends.

I am cheerful, friendly, and in love with life.

My favorite food is bandeja paisa and tacos.

I have no brothers but I have a beautiful dog.

I enjoy going out with friends and with my family.

I am afraid of not fulfilling my dreams and losing 

those closest to me.

I live in Sterling with my parents and my dog.



I am: Naidelyn.

Who is: respectful, friendly and responsible.

Who loves: my culture.

Whose favorite food is: all the food is welcome.

Who has: 2 sisters.

Who enjoys: my family.

Who fears: death.

Who lives: in Virginia, U.S.A.



Marlon Carrillo
Carrillo is my current surname and before that surname I had 

another one but I no longer have it

Ariel is my second name and I don't like it.

Red is my favorite color.

Riding a bike is my favorite hobby.

I am so shy.

Lots of my friends are in El Salvador.

Liam is my favorite name.

Orange is one of my favorite fruit.



Vvfjktgtgtwfrrf;

Dulce Lopez .

At the mall
In my favorite store
At the clothing rack

With my shopping bags
Beside the designer handbags

Next to the shirt that caught my eye
With the purse I want In my hands

In front of the cash register
With only 1.00 left

Catching .



Jose Ventura

Summertime

Super funny and is great time to share 
with family

Us summer are going to be really good

More things to do in the beach

More time to spend with family

Extra delicious food like fish and fruits

Run on the beach

Time to read or do something new

I love go to the park on summer

Many people like go to different places 
at summer

Extra funny moments with friends.



The Winter
Elias Castillo

Winter wonderland
Ice is slippery 
Nothing is hot

The weather is cold 
Everything you touch is cold 

Really cold.



~RAINY DAYS ~

Into the clouds the rain sleeps

Out in my yard my dog barks aloud

Down the street the dogs answer him

All the thunders makes too much noise

Up in my house my two brothers cry

Next to my house my neighbor cook pie

Feeling the smell makes me feel sad

Inside of my heart I miss my dad

And the rainy days makes me think about him

Under my bed I have all the letters

Every single birthday he sends me one

But that doesn’t change the fact that is raining

Outside.

By: Esther Castillo



Andrea Diaz
The homerun.

At 5 o' clock,
During the championship game

In the seventh inning
Inside the pitcher's glove

To the batter
Off the bat

Up in the air
Past the cheering fans

By the scoreboard
Out of the park

Blasted the homerun softball.



Ingri Guerero

The rain was like a little mouse,
Quiet, small, and gray,

It pattered all around the house,
And then it went away,

It did not come, I understand,
Indoors at all until,

It found an open window, and left tracks 
across the sill,



WALRUS

In the cold 

Inside the ocean

Beside the sea

Along the shore

Beneath the waves

Upon the ice

Among its family

Lives a walrus

Carlos Portillo



Fariha Saddat

After Ramadan
On the Eid day
With my family

At my house
Near to Algonkian park

Along the river
In sterling Virginia

Over three days
Throughout the world

Until next year



Sayed Abdullah Saddat

There's this subject called chemistry
How it works total mystery

Study equations
Says all of my question
All I see is my misery



I am Thankful Poem

I am thankful for my life
I am thankful for my family
I am thankful for good health
I am thankful for education
I am thankful for my best Friend

because it’s good.
because they provided all of thing.
because it is good to me.
because I have learned a lot of thing.
because I am share my problems.

Syed



Simile Poem

I am happy as a rabbit.
I am smart as a lion.

I am sleepyhead as a sloth .
I am funny as a cat .

I am crazy as a monkey.

Kimberlyn



All About Me

Omar...
Bored, happy, tall, strong
Who likes to listen to music, watch movies, and phone
Who is afraid of snakes, owls,
Who needs a headset, new phone, a car
Brother, groom, cousin, nothing more
Who is a cat

…. Funes



I am Thankful Poem

I am thankful for food.
I am thankful for life.
I am thankful for freedom
I am thankful for family
I am thankful for music

because there are hungry people.
because every day we can live it in our own way is the best that exist.
because nobody deserves to be a slave, a life without freedom would not be life.
because family is the most important thing, it’s special, it’s love.
because you can enjoy feeling it, it does not matter if you are not good at singing or 
dancing you try, when you listen music it is you.

Anderson Hernandez

Life

Freedom

Family



All About Me

Walner….
Happy, smart, funny, bad
Who likes eating, playing Free Fire, and Netflix
Who is afraid of snakes, thunders, and spiders
Who needs iPhone 12, new computer, one house
Child, brother, student, friend
Who is a mouse

…. Roque Rivera



I am Thankful Poem

I am thankful for my family
I am thankful for friends
I am thankful for phone
I am thankful for food
I am thankful for house

Because I am happy with them.
Because I talk with them
Because I play games
Because I eat food
Because I sleep there

Franklin



I am Thankful Poem

I am thankful for my family
I am thankful for Friends
I am thankful for food
I am thankful for the park
I am thankful for my work

Because We spend time together.
Because I have fun with them.
Because I love Mexican food.
Because I run there.
Because I need money.

Juan



Red

Red looks like aves rojas.
Red looks like sirens.

Red looks like flor roja.
Red tastes like sandia.

Red feels like balonsesto.

Denis
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